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Workshops on High-Energy Physics
with Colliding Beams

Prologue

For the past 25 years, high-energy proton-proton and electron-positron
colliding-beam facilities have been the forefront instruments used to study
elementary particle physics. Proton-proton colliders provide great reach in
energy, while the mutual annihilation of matter and antimatter in electron-
positron colliders is an efficient and precise method to search for new
phenomena and test theory. These powerful and complimentary tools have

: both been used to make observations and discoveries that together have led to
the remarkably successful description of nature known as the "Standard
Model".

A number of workshops have in the past studied and reviewed the
capabilities of new facilities to explore the physics that we anticipate will
appear as we progress along the energy frontier. These meetings, however,
have generally segregated people who study the phenomenology of hadron-
hadron colliders from those who study electron-positron collisions. This
present triology of workshops was organized to take an integrated look at the
future. Three workshops were organized at different locations around the
U.S., each to consider a specific physics topic:

Yale Search for New Phenomena with Colliding Beams
- Wisconsin Studies of the Top Quark at Colliding Beam Facilities

Santa Cruz Electro-Weak Symmetry Breaking at Colliding Beam Facilities_

_

The programs of these workshops were constructed to include presentation
and discussion of the potential for discovery and study offered by colliding
beams of all kinds - hadron-hadron, electron-positron, and electron-hadron.
Speakers with particular expertise were invited to present their work,

- summary presentations were made, and time was set aside for smaller groups
to compare and contrast the physics and the capabilities of each technique to i

contribute to our future undestanding. This format resulted in quite lively and
informative sessions.

The notes in these proceedings are mostly in the form of "enhanced
transparencies". Each speaker has provided copies of their transparencies with
an abstract, and has added anotarions to the copies where appropriate to make
more clear the content of the talk. This has made it possible to include the
content of all of the talks given at the workshops. We hope that it will prove a
sufficiently clear source of information to the reader.



A total of approximately 200 physicists attended at least one of the
three workshops. Each workshop was jointly sponsored by the host institution
and a DOE laboratory, and was organized and run by a team of people from
the host institution. The first meeting was held at Yale University, was
cosponsored by Brookhaven Laboratory, and was chaired by Professor C.
Baltay; the second was held at The University of Wisconsin and was
cosponsored by Fermilab with Professor R. Prepost as chair, the third meeting
was hosted by the University of California at Santa Cruz, cosponsored by
SLAC, and was chaired by Professor H. Haber. This form of rotating
workshop provided an opportunity for many physicists to participate in an
efficient and productive manner, and although the physics topics varied from
meeting to meeting, there was sufficient overlap to provide a nice continuity
to the combination of workshops. On behalf of all who attended these

, meetings, I thank the host organizers for sharing the facilities of their
institutions and creating splendid atmospheres for academic study and work.

David U Burke
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
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High-Energy Physics with Colliding Beams Conference
Search for New Phenomena with Colliding Beams

Yale University, New Haven, CT

October 2-3, 1992

Friday. October 2:

9:40 Welcome from the Chairman of the Yale Physics Dept. M. Zeller
9:50 Introduction T. Appelquist

10:00 Dynamical Symmetry Breaking at Collider Energies S. Dawson
10:45 Break
11:00 Supersymmetry M. Peskin
11:45 New Q,L,B, Compositeness P. Langacker
12:30 Lunch
2:00 Supersymmetric GUTS, Mass Predictions P. Ramond
2:20 Discovery Limits for Supersymmetric Higgs Bosons at

New Cotliders A. Stange
2:40 SUSY Searches at NLC T. Barklow
3:00 SUSY Signals at Hadron Colliders J. Woodside
3:20 Coffee
3:40 Hiding the Electroweak Symmetry Breaking Sector R.Chivukula
4:00 Testing ETC Generation of the Top Quark Mass L. Randall
4:20 Anomalous Vector Boson Couplings-Fact and Fiction M. Einhom

4:40 Compositness J. Pati

Saturday. October 3:

9:00 Gauge Boson S. Godfrey
9:30 New Gauge Bosons J. Hewett
9:50 Fermion & Gauge Boson Compositeness at SSC T. Muller

10:10 Composimess Searches at NLC T. Barklow
10:30 Break
10:50 Next Collider K. Lane
11:10 Rapidity Gaps at SSC R. Fletcher
11:30 Physics at JLC K. Kawagoe
12:00 Lunch

Final Talks:

1:30 New Physics at e-p Colliders W. Smith
2:15 New Physics at e+e - Colliders D. Burke
3:00 Break
3:30 New Physics at Hadron-Hadron Colliders F. Paige



1992 New Particles Participant Listing Ling,Zhichao University of Albany
Littenberg, Larry Brookhaven Nationl Lab
London, David Universite de Montreal

Name: Institution: Manly, Steven Yale University
Martin, Steve Northeastern University

Alam, Saddad University of Albany Merritt, Wyatt Fermilab
Appel, Robin Yale University Moore, Greg Yale University
Applequist, Thomas Yale University Muller, Tom Concordia University
Baltay, Charles Yale University Nadeau, Helene Brown University
B_klow, Timothy SLAC Nesic, Dusan Brown University
Ben-David, Ram Yale University O'Neill, John University of Albany
Burke, David SLAC Paige, Frank SSC Laboratory
Chivukula, Sekhar Boston University Palmer, Bob BNL
Chodos, Alan Yale University Parsa, Zohreh BNL
Contopanagos, Harry S.U.N.Y. - Stony Brook Pati, Jogesh University of Maryland
Cushman, Priscilla Yale University Peskin, Mike SLAC
Cutts, David Brown University Price, Larry Argonne National Lab
Dawson, Sally Brookhaven National Lab Ramond, Pierre University of Florida
Dugan, Michael Boston University Randall, Lisa M.I.T.
Einhom, Martin University of Michigan Rosenson, Larry M.I.T.
Fletcher, Robert University of Delaware Rusak, Roger Rockefeller University
Godfrey, Steven Carleton University Schrock, Bob S.U.N.Y. - Stony Brook
Goldin, Mitch Harvard Univeristy Selipsky, Steve Boston University
Gordon, Howard BNL Severini, H. University of Albany
Grannis, Paul S.U.N.Y. - Stony Brook Simmons, Liz Harvard University
Greenberg, Jack Yale University Smith, Wesley University of Wisconsin
Hadley, Nick University of Maryland Snyder, Jeff Yale University
Hewett, Joanne Argonne National Lab Soni, Amarjit BNL
Jung, Chang Kee S.U.N.Y. - Stony Brook Stange, Alan BNL
Karchin, Paul Yale University Steiner, Robert Adelphi University
Kasha, Henry Yale University Swanson, Mark University of Connecticut
Kauffman, Russell BNL Terning, John Yale University
Kawagoe, K. University of Tokyo Thompson, Julia University of Pittsburgh
Kim, I.J. University of Albany Triantaphyllou, George Yale University
Krauss, Lawrence Yale University Trueman, Larry BNL
Kusenko, Alexander S.U.N.Y. - Stony Brook Willenbrock, Scott BNL
Kyriazdou, C.C. BNL Woodside, Jeff Bucknell University
Lane, Ken Boston University Wu, Guohong Yale University

" Langacker, Paul University of Pennsylvania Zeller, Michael Yale University
- Lee, Wonyong Nevis Laboratory
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Supersymmetry - An Introduction

MI('HAEL E. PESKIN

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Stanford Universit 9, Stanford, California 94309

ABSTRACT

_ I present a general introduction to the supersymmetric standard model,

and discuss some of the issues it presents to collider experiments.
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Regions of the (/_,ml/2) plane excluded by LEP experiments.
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New Quarks, Leptons, Bosons,

Compositeness

PAUL LANGACKER

Department of Physics

University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104-6317

ABSTRACT

The canonical topics to be studied at new facilities are super-

sy_mmetry, electroweak s_nnmetry breaking, CP violation, and neutrino

mass. In addition, there are many possibilities for "remnant physics",

which could possibly point the way towards the underlying new physics.

These include new heavy gauge bosons, exotic fermions, exotic Higgs

representations, leptoquarks, and new four-fermi operators associated

with compositeness. Many theories lead to such remnants, though in

many cases there is no particular reason for them to occur in the

accessible mass range. I will try to summarize the theoretical moti-

vations and drawbacks for several possibilities, the current experi-

mental limits, and the future prospects, emphasizing the complemen-

tarity of previous tests, searches for flavor changing neutral currents,

and high energy colliders.
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Projected and present uncertainties in various precisicn observables,

and tbe extracted sln2_w. From P. Langacker, H. Lue, and A. Mann,

Rev. Mod. Phys. 6__, 87 (i_92).
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SOME YUKA_'VA TEXTURES

Pierre Ramond *

b_.'titute /or" Fur_damental Theory
DepartmeTtt of Physics

University of Florida. G_inesville, FL 32611, USA

\\;:_ extend the Wolfenstein parametrization to the quark masses in the deep
ultraviolet and develop an algorithm to derive possible symmetric textures still
allowed by existing data. Only five such textures are found.

I. INTRODUCTION

The remarkable success of the stamtar, t model of strong and electroweak
interactions can be traced t,_ ore' fact: the 5,rc(.s among elementary particles are

generated t)x spin ore' part ici_,s, t)hot(mb. If" and Z bosons, and gluons. \Ve are
incredibly lucky because their r,'m_rmalizabh_ interactions ,nust be of Yang-Mills
t.vpe, which severely and hapi)ily r_,stricts their possible interactions. In this ca.se.
symmetry imp,,ses the dvna:nics.

However this is not true of all interactions predicted bv the standard model.
Masses of the elementary fi_rmions come fruin their interactions with spin zero
Higgs particle. These Yukawa interactions have so far escaped all attempts at
classification in terms of a ,ecog,nzable symmetry principle. Yet we have a sub-
stantial amount of information about their values, in the form of lepton masses.

quark masses and mixing angles, ttowever, the precise values of the masses of
the lighter quarks are not accurately known since the concept of quark ,na.ss does
not make sense except at very high energy, far out of experimental reach.

It is well known that the similarity between the (tuantulll numbe,'s of qm_rks

and leptons led to the concept of Gramt Unification: it suggests that at sume
very small distance, the gauge cuuplings should be equal. We may hop,, f_r a
sin_ilar situation for Yukawa cuuplings: their symmetries may be recognizable
only at short distances comparable to that at whicIl the gauge forces unify. In
this paper I report on work done in collaboration with R. G. Roberts and G. G.

Hoss 1, on one particular a.spect of this hunt: we use the available experimental
data to restrict allowed textures in the Yukawa matrices.

II. MODELS OF YUKA_,VA MATRICES

The search for a recognizable simpiicity among the Yukawa couplings has led
researchers to conside, various eh,gant pussibilities, none of wllich have prt,v,,n to
be predictive. These idems include models with family symInetries, both discrete
and continuous; models with twrturbative hierarchies, and models based on chiral
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symmetry breaking comtensates. In the standard model, tile Yukawa part of the which implies an approximate chiral symmetry SU(2)L x SU(2)R in all three
Lagrangean is given by charge sectors. Thus one searches for theories where the form of this matrix is

natural, and where there are small parameters to fill in the zeros. In addition,
-. _ - the hierarchy of masses of tile particles of the lighter families suggests we seek

£1" = LTig'jH*Ye U + QTdjH*Yd'J + QTfljr2HY_ ij + c.c., a perturbation 5 in which the second family gets its mass in first order and the

where i,j = 1,2,3 art, tile family indices. The standard model 3 x 3 family lightest family becomes inassive in second order 6.

matrices Yu , Yd , Ye n(:ed not disl)lay any particular symmetry in family space. One set of theories h_s introduced rectorial global family symmetries, both

In order to endow these matrices with symmetry characteristics, it is necessary discrete and continuous. Under an SO(3) family group 7, the zeros in the 11
to reach for theoretical structures beyond the standard model, and 22 elements of tile zeroth order matrix would result from an exact cancella-

: In GUT extensions of the standard model, Yukawa matrices acquire particular tion between the quadrupole and the singlet rel2resentation, making it somewhat
symmetry characteristics, depending (m the particular Higgs to which they couple: unatural. Thus it is better to assume an SU(2) _ or SU(3) 9 family structure• Tile

• Ill SU(5), the up quark matrix is family symmetric for the 5 and 50 Higgs SU(2) case naturally allows for one zero eigenvalue, since the quantum number
representations, antisvmmetrie for the 45; the lepton and down quark matrices structure is
are indeterminate.

depending on the Higgs representation. All three Yukawa matrices merge into 2 1 1 '
one: it is symmetric f_lr the 10 and 126 representation, antisvnmletric for the
120. which allows no ,,ntries if the ttiggs sector contains _mlv family doublets. The

• In E6. we have a similar situati, m to that in SO(l()): the svnmlet:'ic "x'ukaw_k_ S['(3) case is more natural since the zeroth or&'r matrix now transforms as a

correspond to Higgs in the 27 and 351', the antiswmnetric ill tile 351. However, sextet.
the simplest Higgs repr,,s,,ntations lie in the famiiv-svmmetric sector. There have been other attempts at a natural explanation of this hierarchy,

based on the perturbative structure of field theory, but they have yielded theories
In addition, GUTs imply an interesting pattern of mass relations, namely with a greater degree of complication.

relation between lepton and charge -1/3 quark m_ksses (in tile so-called ttipped

SU(5), this a.ssociati_m is lost ). Assuming parcimony in the Higgs fields, tl,is has In strong coupling models, the zeroth order Yukawa matrix suggests a uni-
• '_ versal mechanisnl by which the chiral symmetry is broken, because it is unitarilvled to the mass retatl_m .....

equivalent to the democratic matrix which has all its entries equal. 10

r_b = mr " In this paper we do not present any new theoretical insight into these ques-
tions, but rather discuss the wavs ill which the low energy data on these matrices

Similar relations do not work ft_r the lighter families, but are replaced by 3 might be used tu divine the underlying cause of that structure.

1

m_. = _m,t rot, = 3ms . III. QUARK MASSES AND MIXING ANGLES

While GUTs allow fox"succesful relations betweell lepton and down quark masses,
they do not provide any clues to relate masses of quarks of (lift)rent charges, such
as tile ratio of tile bottom to top quark masses, nor to the relative values of the The observables ill the Yuk2wca sector of the standard model are the fermion
quark masses within the same ct'arge sector, such as the ratio of the down to masses and the elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)matrix. All

strange quark masses, etc .... Thus. even with GUTs, there are two distinct but tile top quark masses are known. The lighter quark masses are extracted
hierarchies :o explain--the hierarchy among particles of the same charge, and the from the effective chiral model to be 11
hierarchy between partich,s of diltJerent charges. Ill the following, we limit our
discussion to the hierarchy between particles of the same charge•

The most remarkable thing at_out the Yukawa coupling matrices is that the mu = 5.2 MeV " 'md = 9.2 MeV • ms = 194 MeV • all at 1 GeV
third chiral family is so much more m;_ssive than the lighter two. This suggests

that all three Yukawa matrices are at)proximately proportional to 4
The heavier quark masses have physical values

( 00)0 0 , .'tic = 1.54 + .04 GeV "Mb = 4.89 + .04 GeV ,

0 1 corresponding to the rmming values at their respective physical masse s
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The top quark is km,wl_ l ;L,.._Ulning _h,' s_alMard InO(.t*'I) to have a ma._.- I.,- IV. WOLFENSTEIN PARAMETRIZATION
tween 120 (mv un,,ffici,d ,._timar,, from lh(, lack ,,f cloar ev,,nt._ at D0 aim CDF).

• 1 o
and 200 GeV from thr Vcltlnan t,,ull,1 - (the ratio of muxtral t. charg,',i cur-

font procrsses). Flati,)s ()f light quark III_L'-iSON_tIt:'II()t ('xpectr(i to run Ittllt'h wi_h The SllIll total of kvown cxi)erilnental information about the CKM matrix
scale, but rims,, that inv,,lv_, tti, ' twavi_'r quarks, ost)ociallv thc tt) t) quark. FUll

" " C[ill best be summarizod in terms of the Wolfenstein parametrization 15. It is just

significantly twcaust' _)f lh,. t't,ndb,t,m-ll_,._s fixed p_)int 13. an expansion in the Cabibbo angle .\. namely

.-ks nicntiom:d ill th,, ii_tr_)dmii,,1_, it might b,, ttt(_x,, interesting to cxtrai.)-

late these vahws ia th- d_','t_ ultravi(,l,'t whcro tit,' th,.cwv c_.,uld St, simi,l,'r, a: b/CKMII" = ei.44AaeiAsAseiATX_ei.4:As .
suggested by GUTs. [",)r this. wo Ilt'_',l _) lil:tkc ccl'taiil a.-SUlnt)ti_n aS, mr i,hv.-i,s
at shorter distam'_'s. \Ve ,'_,I:si,to" two, c;L-oS, that (,f n(, now pttysics (.V = 0). a:ld where the Xi are the (;ell-.\Iann matrices, and the parameters are
th at of low t,lt('I'gy .,-Ul)crsynimotry (-\" = ]. ).

\Ve first extrapolate those m_L_St'S to the deep ultravi,)h't, u_ing truly_ the "42 = "\ " :t7 = "4A2 " "45 = "4P'k3 " "44 = "4_l'\a "
standard nlt,_[cI. In tlw _ai)!,, t,,.i_,w, w,: show tht. r_m,.,,h mmwrical X':tI'lt'" ,1"t

()f tlw quark mass x:l__._,-:tt '()17, GcV i't llw t.N" = (1)Maml;trt] m,.l,l The first tim',' t)ar;uil,',.rizc llw i,)t;tti_,ns, aim A, l denotes the CP violating t)|t_LSo.' ' hi matrix form. it is ,_,,ivt.n }a"

.\' --- It St;tlidaI't] M_),5'l: 1015 GcV W A2

' _;, ' "_L ' _ '"__ ' "_!_, _ L!CKM= --)' I- --2- "4)_2 "

" 1 }':_' ';** m, ] ,, t ,,: .4,\3(1 -/) + it/) -.4.\ 2 1

3It = ![)0 GcV .(!_)371A_070 00{)025 .047 ./):32 .01)15

3It = 150 G,.V 0t)37 .tlt) t3 ()t)()(I1G .11-t, 033 .001O wtwre A. p. and 9 art' _)f ord_'r one. The latest experimental informatioI_ yMds
the following values fi)r its param,'tcrs I6

Mt = 190C,,V ._1,)361.I_i)3t) l)*it,l)/!9 _0471.03G .0017
.\ _ .'2'21 + .003 ' .4 _ 0.85 _+_*0.09 .

The other two parameters are not I)recisely known because of our ignorance of

In ttw mii:im:tl _.\ = [ >ut,.t-<a:',,ia,<i *:_,d_'!. with th,' :tx,,ra,.,.(. thr,.sit,,1,t _,f the value of fB" \Ve hay(. two r,)ugh ranges

_,ulwrsymmotry ;it 1 t,.\. _},,.s,, v;d',_,.> ,h;:_i.'.,. t,,
[ +0.3 + _0.42. fB w. "225 MeV

\" = 1 5tamlztt,i M,,,t,'] 1015 (h.V p +tt]= __0.4+tlL25, fB _ 130MeV

31q._.Sy_ = .1 I',,V [ '.... "' I ,,_ ,,_ ' ,,,_ m_ with errors of the ord<'r o f the values tht.mselves. The uncertai]_ties iu these
parameters are mostly theoreti,:al, due to our lack of knowledge of the B decav

.\It = l()(J G,'V .i)(1:_7 ._)iiG.5 .1)(10()25 .047 .030 O014 ;-onstant.

3I, = 12,_ (.;eV .t)_i3Gt _i!):.f:_l_)I)_ t)9 0-I7 I)'2:) 001-1 Our uew input to this parametrization is to (.xtend it to the quark masses.

:l()t at ext)erim_:ntal ._cal,'s 17. but in the derp ultraviolet: we set accordingly• I. .t)_( )(_1")
.'tit = 1_i_ __i,.\ i i_):_6lt ' -- ,:,t)_)(i4 0t7 i .

mu __ l_u,\8 mc =--l_cA4 .

1 Ii V( )t X'_ 't..Th,' i)urp,,_c ,,<.:!:,' .,,,,*.-__ ,...},,.l,_w i.- t,, giv,. a:i M,.a ,f the ma_iiit!',t,'s " '
kot,ping in mi',_,i l!w _Xlwcr_;til;tw> a...>,,-i;tl,.,t with l tic [[gitt qu:trk ilias...cs. [iwsc 1nd =_ tid.k4 tits =_ /is,k.._ .
ta!)l(.s can 1,.'ad r,, _,,m,. i_,,tzig_il.;4. _:):ri.,v, .),._.,,;-f_)r i.u_ram',., trith ;t h(.avv, t_)I) H*b mb

Q_l;tI'k IB.:t.',.', it,, t,!_.t' -\" = [ c:L-._'. ',','t' I_,t(' lit,' !','[;tti_)!l
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The parameters flu, l_c. Pd, P.+ arc of be°rderabsorbed°ne'and generally theC('mplex Their _kpu0 As 0 001'_)

phases are not physical since they can by redefining right-handed (
quark fields. Using tile rt'nornlalizatiotl group to extrapolate into the deep ultra- l%'lu = mt [ 0 pc A4 .
violet, we can rewrite the tables above in trrms of the magnitudes of these ratios,
in both the standard lnodel and for its minimal supersymmetric extension: 0

Note that the p parameters are allowed to be comt_lex: this entails no physical

consequences since the pha.ses can be abs,,rbed in the right-handed quark fiehts.

.V = 0 _tandar(l Mod('l: 1015 (;(.V A similar transftn'm,tti(m, at)pli(+d to the down matrix, yieh|s the' resuh

Pu /+£c tld Its
V rY,+t= VaM4 a •

.'tlt = 1[)0 GeV 4.72 3.06 0.65 0.68

3It = 150 GeV 3.02 1.89 0.69 0.70 where V d is unitary, and M d diagonal with m d , ms. mb a.,; entries

Air = 190GeV 1.70 1.31 0.74 0.75 /P,t ._4 0 0'_

= / A2 J+Md mf, 0 p.,+ 0 .
(, 0 1

.\" = i Stat,t;u,i .M_,h'l: 1015 G_'\
The obs,,rvabh' CKM matrix is given in terms of Vu , Vd by

y V!

3.1Sl+S} - = I it' /:v, IL,.. /+t,l IL,+

.lit = l()(J (;,.V 4.72 295 0.61 062 /_'('A'M = VtuVd .

31t = 150 G,+V 1.70 1.65 0.61 0.60 which enables us to eliminate V d and r('write Yd as

J , ,.r V T3it =IUG (;,,V 10.75 O95 (t.52 O54 _ d = VuZdCKM Ma t'C'K.%I d •

In order to sort out the pha.ses, it is convenient to decompose the unitary
matrices in their Iwa.sawa fi_rm, which is a generalization of the Euler decontposi-

Note that fi_r a t:,.avv t_,p quark, the .V = 1 ca.se vi_'ht., alm_,._t :lice Vad;U...., lion. In particular, the ('KM matrix is related to its Wt,lfl,nstein parametrization
close to rational nulu|+cr>. }-k,r at "'tight t,,p quark, th> t+aranwtrizatiun i.,, not as through the fi,rmula

good, since pu,\ can t,e uft,r,h'r ore,. Still w,, will lind it couvenient in det,,rmining
the validity of possibh, t,+xtur,'. ', in th,, "(ukawa cout,ling constant.,,, ltCK M = 'PZ/)}K.IlP _ .

where P and 7:" are (tiag<)nal matrices with pure pha.se +meh.ments. \\> note

V. QUARK YUKA%VA MATRICES that the inner phase matrix 7_' is not releva_lt, as it can be absorb,'d into the
down quark mmss_, and then transh+rred to the right-handed fieMs. It proves
convenient to introduce the symmetric matrix

, p4W N1d ,,WTIn the folh+wiug, wt, au,>tnm, that th, quark Yukawa matrh',:s are symmetric Xd =--_ CKM _aCKM "
: in famih" space. SyInntctl+ic l,_;tt."ic,..-, t';tl_ be diag(malized t_v nlt.alls t,f a Sctmr

transforntation. The up lllat rlx call |>e writ ten in thv form. which is simply exprebs,+<l in terms of the observable \%blfenstein parametrrs and
down quark max,,rs. TtJ the lowest order in A. it is given bv

Y,+ =Vu,XluV_'. ( (lls + /£d).,4 lZs.\3 .4(p + +,l).\ 3)

Xd = '"b PsA3 lisA2 A'\2 "

= where Vu is a unitary lllatl-ix. ;tlld _'I u i,, a _tia_,>nal matrix with entries given l,v .4(p + t:l).\ 3 .4.\ 2 1
the Illa_sses tll u , ruc . 1_1t. 58
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Tt'.r t(>t} itllt_ t)(H!{,": '_ ) t(l_.'_.)x xI'II).:iV¢;_. IIH)._,I'iC_'b itrc I)._)\Y ,.xpr,,sb,,,1 ill l('rlll:-, _}f

th,, .,-,v[IlIll • tri," n,itrix X i :h,' Ida,L-.,':;l:,t,-ix P. anti th(' uI:itarv matrix Vu

[Pc +-4'2(1 - P- i'Z)"t `\G f-Pc --42(1 - P- irl)lA5 .4(I - p- ,;'I)A3'_

Y,, V:.M,: '; . Xu rnt [-Ig" - A2( 1 - i' - i'/)] "\s (l'c + A2) A4 -AA2

Yd = VuPX.IPV_' • .4(1-p-iq)A 3 -.4A 2 i

\V,' can flirt her "-i1,,I,[ify _}l,.s,. t,v w,._._iin,_,;_mt mr,r(, rxtram',,us pha._,'s. Th,' This time it is the pha.se matrix P! that is absorbed by the up quark max_es.
unitary matrix thai i)I,,xi([,,.., ih,' "; t:lll ,i,.,'_,mt_(,_ititm _,f tho %l'l.lkitv¢_tmatric(,s It follows that the quark Yukawa matrices are given by
can its,'lf 1,. exp;tlld,._I ,i [_l /tra.-u:;a.

"tr _x V T

Y. = Vfl)*'XuT,*'V T .
wiwre the imwr n:ar_ix ,i,./,,.mi-. ,,it th:-,.,, )(,t:tTi,m :mgl,..- aad (m," ph;u_,.. Thi.s

rcficcts tilt. iuh,.r,.nt t>h:u,(. ;u,,}_i_.uit i,._ ia t l:c So}mr d(,(',)n:f)t_iti_)n. \V,. grt The Iwasawa decomp,)siti()n is apl)lit'd to the unitary matrix V d,

. ;, ._ I "r 7" ,r_, • % !")" = p,__', I,' : I,;7',,"v;,_ ,, Vd= pd_,,_._¢.
Yi z, _,',,p_..... -,r..... ,, ., ._X,,_- P::\ a Pu . and we abs_,rt) Ill,' txt:.,'s m'ct,r, tm_ly. I_);trriv,. at the final expressions

% " T

, Yd = T'dV,iMaVd7:'d.ia thi.- form. _he t,}la.-,' am},iauiti,'> -_," m;,}, _rxtHicit. \V,.' tir._t al,s, ab P,, iu
the u t) quark ma....'.e..,, an,[ :},.ru :,'d,'ii;_,' th,' l i:_}_I-}l;tn,h,,i up (tmtrk ii,qd.-a,'c_,rd-
ingle. This l,.av,.s u> wi'!._ th,' _',v,)i h..-,,_ i!: P i h..' t,v('r;ill t)[t:L.,.eis iff,'l,W;tlll. Yu = T'd_rdXu_rTT'cl .
\Vv can umi_'r-.r:m,t rh,,_,, r.a_,, I,}-_-','_ T,, !,,. ,'g,i:'al,'nt t,, ;t r,.,h.finiti,,a ,d" _L,.

parameter., in Ihr ItL;t_l iX X t. it.', f, _L_,\V,', AS above, tb,e paro.illt'ter.., in tho matrix Xu _tre taken to be complex, with the
phlks," of .4 twice that of lg-. This f,)rnl is r(mvvtii,'ilt for a silnple doWl_ Yukawa

t, _-o ) matrix: the unitary matrix I_"d, anti on,. pha.,;v matrix need to be specified.U,t.s _ U,t...'

It) the fi,Ii,)wia¢ w,. wiii .:.-.,_.,. rh,..-,, i,._..:,'t,'r- it) ),(. (',.,ml)h,x with th.ir I,ha.',('>
sh,,w,_ at)_)vt': thi: i_. ,',;::iv:d,'_: ),) a}.... _},i_ ,h,' pha.-,' matrix 79 Thus. hv VI. ALGORITHMIC SEARCH FOR YUKAWA QUILTS

specifying tilt. utIit;trv re:illix _,'u. ;t:,t t}w t>h:t.'.r matrix Pu. w(, _h,t,rmin(' the
Yttkawa (t,,.ark m,_tri(,'.-. :L-:.u:_..i::t.'.,hat X! i>.km,wn.

We see from the above that we have reduced the catah)g of possible Yukawa:s

== M, \ ,, r',, . to t hat of possible unit are Ina.t rices Vu (')r Vd' depending on the starting point ).

Let us start with X d and l_ru a.s input matrices.
y,, = z" (" X ",I

The unitary matrix Vu contaiu> (.igt_t par_uneters, and (me overall t)hmse of
"i'i,._,. (.(t,;:t:,)z:> .',,__:2 t}:,' >_::_:,',,-, i" ,i:+r , ,f ,,,it" c,,r,fmtati(nml al.t_(,rithm t,) no physical import. Its t)aranwters net,d not b(: related to the ob.,,ervable param-

St, th..,cri},,.d m t[_,. ::,.x: >,.,:i,,h eters contained in Mu attd Xd, m,!:.ss _he Yukawa matrix elements obey speeiM

"l'hi, oh,,:,,. ,,f i_:i,::: ,:_,.','i,,'- i- _,,,: :mi,lu,': ;v,, ,',,uht hay,. ('hl)b_'n 1_()11._(, _}1(' relations. \Vhat can those be': One piece of evidence wa.s the experimentally
(" "' , , , , ,,, .,.A__ t_,, (d,s,.."v:t}dv ...vm:m,tricl\.,,l r.v.,;x ',_ ,.[i:_::::;,r,, V. "[}:i- ',,..,!.- ', (; ,.i .... successfuH relation between the ('abibbo angle and the ratio of dowp to strange
matrix quark ma.sses, the Gatto. Sartori, T(min. and Oakes (GSTO) 18 relation.

.'_: xI_:q_" "__ VX= _. _'I(..:! KM tn_

it'. t-:-'rz.., t,f th," )h,' \\',,if,-I:-:.'i:_ i :::,t:_,,':,'.'- :::_,! "h,' uI, ,i_ark ma.-,_, rati,_._, it i.- which relates a mixing angh. t(, a ratio (if eig,.n:'Mn_. It was noted by \\_inberg,

_iv,.r. })v 59 and Wilczek aim gee 19, that a symmetric '2 x 2 matrix with one zero diagonal

II II



element is diagonalizcd bv a rotatitm whos,' angle is related to tile ratio of h_ deternfine which relations can be enforctxt t,,,tween parameters of Vu and up

eigenvalues in precisely tllat way. An _.arlv generalization to the 3 x 3 (:a.-e wa.., quark mass ratios b .v punching Yukawa.Zer°esin wematriXimposeelementSa-';mzmy°fYu;conditionsthisenforC_astherea
• qt

proposed by Fr:zsch-). Other "'texture>'" so!m _,lh)wed. ha.seal on GUTs. by certain texture fl>r the up quark
Georgi and Jarlskog 3. t;y Harvey. Ramtmd. th,lss- . More recently, tilt* GJ-HtlR are parameters in Vu.

texture was analyzed m the t-i)iltext of a su_)t,rsvmmetric theory by" Dimopoulos. • or we can ikssume a possibh" texture for Yu consistent with tile hierarchy of
Hall. Rabv, 22 mid bv the Fl,_rida group 2a''t • Another interesting texture ha.s quark ma.sst5 (there are six of them), diagonalize the up Yukawa to obtain _ru.

" -,. . o 5been proposed by Q,111thc,0-' . t h,wever there i_as |)eell lit)svstenJ.atic study t)f the
possible textures alh,wed by experiment. It is the purpose of this paper to catalog Either procedure leav_ us with a Vu. whose parameters depend on up quark
tilt, possible textures ,,f Yu'kawa matrices which are experimentally tenable. Each mass ratios. \Ve proceed to eomtmte tile down Yukawa matrix according to
texture carries with it predictions among experimental observables. " "T

We note that the GST() rclati_,n is t_Utained by punching a zero in th,' I1 Yd = VuXdVu "

t>ositi_m of the ew.lwv_mic Yukawa matrix X d. Similarly. imm'hing a zt.n, iu tt,_, \Ve then exanlino which of its matrix elements can be set equM to zero in a way- . o 1

'2"2position of the vmhr\,mic Yukawa matrix Xu yiehts the HRR relatM: that is consistent with experinwnta| constraints. Punching zero_." in the down
Yul.atwa will result ill relations which involve the mixing angles a.s well ,'t.sthe up

_].b = /m,.. and down quark nu_-;s ratios. In this way, for a given Vu. we obtain a particular
_//u_--7 texture ft_r the lip alld do'0,'li Yllkaw:t illa.trit'es, together with its conco:nitant bet

_f r,@tti()It> g.illll)II_ lit)st'iv;ill[t) [)2tr;llIt(,tt'r>.

\Vi_h th," prosolll t.xtwlimc::.ad \a[nc ,,f X]._ il t,r_',tic',s ;t lt,p qnztrk ma...s ari,und
190 GeV. There sir,' _till 1:LI:,,' u,u,,.rtz_i':l,'> iI:,,-tlv th,.,¢,,tical in tl,,' ,xtr;wti,)n hi thi._ way w,, obtain a)! I),).-si),i," ,ynmwtric t,.xtures consistent with present

• " day eXl,,'riment,tl • ,nst rail: s. S, mi0 leaw' us wit h pre, ticti_ms whi,"h can be test,,t
_,f l _.b fr,,m t.xp,,rinioht bv experinxtmt. \Ve believe these textules t_) be valid in the deep ultaviolet where

Tilt' careful analyst.-,,f the t_h,'.>e>, car,:i,',t ,,ut in flit. previ_ms secti,,Ii, bh ,ws tfle theory has a chalice tlf being simpler. Thus, compari_m with experiment

that not all _,f the ,'i);l_t tm_a_u,'t,'"s in V, z<C reh.v:mt, h:(h't'd, the r_.latious depends (;n extrapolati, ms to experinwntat scah,s. The only possible perturbative
extrapolation is t tlat which uses low energy supersymmetry, which is our favorite

.,r, " -,1", " °6
_1" u = h u Vu_luYa Pu- sct:narlo" . \Ve refer the reader to ()ur patwr 1 fl)r detailed comparisons:

v,,= .v,,9_x,?;'rp.

_6 A4 Yd 2)4 2),3 4t 3 -the Yukawa matrices: we can tiwr,.f,_r,' m.gh.ct it . aIld tilt, search for SVnlmetric Y_, = v-., =

: textures is redllced It, >t>,'cifyin'A a[[,,wcd f,_iInb _f liraIeducetl unitary Inalrix _/u. 0 0 0 4.\ a 1
which we t)aralm'trize in th,' fl,rm

where the Oi are tilt' Euler B>tath)ll t_aI,tllieters and _" denotes the one (CP vi- Yu = .\6 0 .\2 . Yd = 2"k4 2"\3 '2A3 "
olating) pha.se, h is a sinlt_lif.vi:_g fi.ature of our method of searching fi_r zeroes 0 ,\2 i 0 2.\ 3 1

- in the 't'ul_iwa matrice.', that it ,rely dvp,.nds on these four parameters, one of

which is a t>iilk_e. \\'t, haw t;_k,,ii the t,im.-o to be along tilt' X4 direction, to

our analysis, tlaving tiw pha.-,t' i:t a ,tiff.,,l,'lit direction ct_rrespolldS to a different 0 0 ,.. ""

way of ci_oosing the paralm,ters. Yu = 0 .k4 0 " Yd = 2 4 9A3 4 3 .

To sunlmarizo, the hunt flu z,'r,,._ iq the Yukawa-s starts with the up quark._ V_.\ 4 0 1 4A3
Yukawa written in the form /

Yu = VuI_luVu . i' 0 v/22,\6 0 0 2,\ 4 0

We can proceed in two distinct ways: Yu = V_A6 ,/_,\4 A2 . Yd = 2 4 2,k3 0 -

one is to input tilt, abl)vt' p:lramrtrizati_m for the unitary matrix Vu (there 0 A2 1 0 1
are sixteen possitfilit ies in order _f increasing ct,mpl,.'xity), then compute Yu, and 60
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Discovery linfits for tile Higgs bosons of nm, imal supers.vmanetry

A. L. 5tange 1

Bmokharen .Vatlonal Laborator:q. lpton. .Y} 1197.3. l.S..4.

We discuss the prospects for the discovery of one or more of the five ttiggs

bosons of tile minimal supersymmetric standard model, at present and future

colliders. We first consider the most promising channels for detecting these

particles at the LEP I. LEPII. and SSC colliders, and delineate the regions

in parameter space for which measurable signals would be predicted: these

regions depend on the top quark ma_s. which affects the Higgs masses and

couplings through one-loop corrections. 1Regions where this model is practi-

cally indislinguishabl,, from the standard model are noted. We then turn To

possible future e-e- linear colliders, that offer the possibility" of detectable

}Iiggs bosolt sigltals throughout tile conq>lete parameter space, and assess the
minimum luminosity at which this possibility can be realized with given CM

energy and top quark mass.

1. INTRODV('TION

_Ihe electroweak symmetry-breaking (E\VSB) sector is the outstanding unknown compo-
nent of contemporary particle physics. The Standard Model (SM) mechanism with a single

- scalar doublet and one physical tliggs boson has been subject to extensive experimental and

phenomenoiogical scrutinv [I I. Experiments at LEPI exclude a SM Higgs boson (HsM) with

mass m(Hsxl) < ,57 GeV [2] and future measurements at LEP II are expected to explore the

range m( Hs_ ) < 80 GeV [3i. A higher-mass SM ttiggs boson will be detectable [41 at the pp

supercolliders LHC (15.4 TeV) and SSC (40 TeVJ. For intermediate masses between 80 Ge\.'

and 2Mw, searches can utilize the HsM _ ;'_, and Hs._ ---, ZZ" _ 4_¢decay channels, with

high-resolution photon and lepton detection. Above the H ---* ZZ. It'It" thresholds, the

4 purely leptonic decavs Z _ (+(-. vi, and _t _ (v give reasonable signatures up to masses
of order 0.8-1.0 TeV. where some other EWSB mechanism must take effect to preserve uni-

rarity. Thus the SM Higgs boson is detectable throughout the range of its relevance.

The minimal supersymmetric extension [1] of the Standard Model (MSSM). which solves

the problem of large radiative corrections to the EWSB Higgs boson associated with grand
un,fied scales, has a richer Higgs boson spectrum with five physical statm h. H..4. H e.

Recently it has been shown that one-loop radiative corrections can produce important shifts

in both masses and couplings of these MSSM Higgs bosons, provided that the top quark

lThis talk is ba_ed on work done in collaboration with V Barger, K. Cheung and R. J. N Phillips and

- reported at greater length in [211and [22]
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nomenological attention is now focussed on the discovery potential for these scalar states at ¢ = _ t In . (3)

present and possible future colliders [6-20].
The purpose of the present talk is to discuss the potential of different colliders :o discover For m, = 150GeV and r'n = 1 TeV, this gives mh < ll5GeV. There is a corresponding lower

these MSSM }tiggs bosons, using the most promising production and decay channels. As bound on the heavier mass mH,

a benchmark for comparison, we take a top-quark mass m_ = 150GeV and a common 1 [ 2 , 1 [( )2 ]1/2t,.sJ: some rn5 > 2 lMz+e/sin2Bj +_ M_-e/sin23 +4M}e >M_+e (4)supersymmetry (SUSY) mass scale 7_2 = 1 TeV, following the analysis of Ref. r,-, . .
results for other top masses will be compared. Following renormalization-group arguments

(e.g. Ref. [20]) we consider the ratio of vacuum expectation values tail 3 = z'2/_', to be in the The mixing angle a in the CP-even sector is also sensitive to the one-loop corrections. Fig-

range 1 <_ tan 3 5 m,/rnb. In subsequent Sections. we first describe the MSSM parameters ure 1 illustrates how the Higgs boson masses depend on the input parameters rrt4 and
and then consider searches at each of the presently existing or planned colliders LEP I- LEP II tan3. At large rn.4 the factors sin(3- a), cos a/ sin ,3, -sina/cos3 that govern the

and SSC. Finally we discuss the disco:'ery potential at possible new e+_ - linear colliders, hWB'(hZZ), ht{. hbb couplings all approach unity while the other bosons H. A. H + all be-
that are currently being discussed. This talk summarizes the principal results from two come very heavy; in this region the MSSM is ahnost indistinguishable from the SM, with h

recent studies [21,22]. playing the role of HsM.

II. HIGGS SECTOR OF THE MSSM III. LEPI and LEPII e+e - COLLIDERS

At tree level, the masses of the tire Higgs bosons in the MSSM art, de_ermim.d bv two At the LEP I Z factory with v_ _ Mz. the channels

parameters, conveniently Ctl_,st,n 1o },_' m.-t and tan.5, where ';;a is the mass of the CP- (5)
odd neutral boson and _an .4 = re,/rl is the ratio _,f t}w \acuun; expectation values that e-'e- _ Z -- Z'h..4t;

give masses to up-quarks (;,2) and down-quarks t t'_). When ore--loop radiative corrections are accmsible if h and .4 are sufficiently light. These channels are complementary in the sense
are included, a number of additional mass parameters enter through the loops, h is still that the Z'h, Ah cross sections are proportional to coupling factors sin"(d - o), cos2(3 -

convenient to take "a.4 and tan 3 (evaluated at one-loop order) as independent parameters o) respectively.. Comprehensive searches for these Higgs boson signals have been made

together with the top-quark mass mr. and squark-sector mass parameters: the latter are the at LEPI, covering many" decay channels (e.g. h,A --, r+r -. jet + jet. _+;,-. _r+r, - } [9-12].

soft SUSY-breaking squark masses m#. m_.. mr). the coefficient/_ of the H_ H2 mixing term The null results of the ALEPh searches for Z'h and Ah signals [9] exclude the regions of

in the superpotentia!, and _he coefficients .4_ and .4_ of trilinear {LiRtI2 and bLbRH1 soft the (re.a, tan 3) plane shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for our SI_'SY parameter choices and

SUSY-breaking _erms. 11i our later quantitative analysis we choose a common SUSY mass ,nt = 100. 120. J $0 or 200 GeV (deduced from the corresponding ALEPH bounds [9] on

scale sin_(3 - o) and cos2(3 - a) ). \Ve see that the excluded regions depend considerably on the

- _w,_= m;- = 7r_£3= 7b = 1 TeV la) value of mt iother inputs being held fixed). Accumulating higher statistics and combiningthe results from all four LEP detectors [9-12] will tighten these parameter bounds in the

and set future.
\Vith the planned upgrade to LEP II at CM energy x,_ -_ 200 (;eV. the possible MSSM

.-t,, = ,4_ = 2_1= r_;/2 lb) Higgs production channels will be

such that squark mixing effects are present but not overwhehning, following R_f. [15]. As c+e - ---, Z" --, Zh, Ah, AH " (6)

previously indicated, we also generally choose the top quark mass to be
ZH production is either kinematically forbidden or highly suppressed for our parameter

,7;t = 150GeV . (lc) range. The decay, channels include t+/-j], vi, jj. jjjj and rfjj (where 3 denotes a hadronic

The qualitative features of the one-loop corrections to the Higgs boson masses can. however, jet). Simulations of SM Higgs boson signals and backgrounds in the first three channels havebeen presented for LEP II in Ref. [3]. These SM simulations can be rescaled approximately to
be explored in terms of mt and a common squark ma__s scale 7},. neglecting the smaller effects estimate the detectability of the MSSM e+_-- ---' Zh signals, that differ from the SM signals

from .4t. ,46. I; and the b-quark mass rT;_. The upper bound on the mass of the lighter scalar essentially by the cross-section factor sin_(3-a). Figure 2(c) shows the approximate limits of

boson h is then detectability for the Zh signals, defined bv the requirement S/v@ >_4. ttere ,¢ denotes the

' _ 23 + .'d} 4- (2) number of signal events and/5' the number of background events, for an integrated luminosity_72_. < :_[-_ cos 2 _ < _ •

£ = 500 pb -_ , obtained by. rescaling the simulations of Ref. [3]. This luminosity corresponds

where to 2 years LEP It running at one intersection. We here add the significance S/x/_ of the three
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channels Zh --, [+g-j j, ,,i, jj. JJJ3 in quadrature, considering only channels containing three IV. pp SUPERCOLLIDERS

or more events. The four standard deviation significance required above implies a higher level

of confidence for big signals (where gaussian statistics apply') than for smaller signals (with Extensive analyses have concluded that a SM Higgs boson in the intermediate or high

Poisson statislics): however, requiring a minirnum signal <" > 4 events per included channel mass ranges can be detected at the LtlC (v'_s = 15.4 TeV) and the SSC (_ = 40TeV) ppsupercolliders [4]. I-!owever. in the MSSM the situation may be very different [14-17]: there
ensures a reasonable lev,.'. ,,f confidence.

are many more Higg_ boson states to consider, tile couplings may differ markedly from the
The e+( - --, .-th..4tt channels can lead to both j.lJJ and rra2 sigt:ais: however _he JJ.lJ

simulations of Ref. [31 canno_ be used to estimate tiw acceptances a1:d backgrounds in these SM values and new decay channels may be present. Here we focus attention on the most
cases, since the culs imposed include an explicit fi'. to an e+_ - _ ZHsxl hypothesis. We promising signals. Since the LtIC with a factor of 10 higher luminosity" can cover about the

study instead the rrjj channel, that was not addressed in Ref. [31 but has been used at same ground as the SSC[-I!. except at high mass values, we illustrate with results obtainable

- _. '_i at the SSC. Tile discussion below considers the individual production subprocesses withLEP'I [9 1"2i and advocated for higher energy e+_ colliders il,..i: it has the advantage thai

tile background from e'e- _ ZZ is relatively small, compared to the II'*It "- and QCD decays that yield viable signals.

backgrounds in the 42 channel, and it escapes the combinatorial proldem of the 42 case. A. gg -- h. H..4 -- 2,9
The missin_ neutrinos from the _ decays are approximately cotlinear with the observed r

decay products and the r momenta can therefore be reconslrucled from energy-m_,mentum The largest nemral ttiggs boson production cross sections are due to gluon-gluon fusion.

constraints. In the distribution> ,Jr reconstructed invariant masses 7i_(7:-} and re(j j). the and f)r Highs masses in the intermediate range the -,-. decay mode gives a viable signal

ttiggs tKlsOli signal: app,'ar as _iarrow peaks with widths determined by the experimental provided thai excellen t in!-:-, t mass resolution can be achieved. The proposed GEM de-
resolulion: we add these -,, ":-_ a:M ,_,/j! signals to, i_:_pr,,','," sla'.istics in the peaks. The lector _"_-3:at the SS(' i: capabl,' of mas: resolution _m/mt2,'; , } <_ 1¢2_.that gives sufficient

rues: serious rrjl backerc, u_!,i i.- '};a" fr,,n_, *: - --, ZZ: all o_h,.r t,a,kero_;n,ts can t,,. r,'duced ba,:k_round suppressi,,n _,, ,.h'_e,! the inclusive fisx_ _ -.,_ signal through the mass range

to in<i,,nilicance.._ by sui_a},i,. , l_>. a> d,.iii,,n>trat_'d i,'_, tt_'f 11<:.... f_,_ , p_,><ibh" fulur_" liiiear S0 lii0(;e\. \\'_' cah'ula_,' _he Pt' -- g9 --" h. tt..4 _ ".-,.,cross sections directly, and use the
coIlider with V'.E= .500(;cV. GEM simulations of the' t,ackground wit h a liquid argon calorimeter and their minimal 55_

o: . si_:nal efficiency tt, delerlnine the significance Y/v@ in _+_1¢7_mass intervals at the ttiggsFor our pres_.nl studies r 7_1. / sig:,als a_ LEt'I1. w,- assume that tile irreducible ZZ

background can be ,'s'..ima'ed directly from the work of Ref. {iS:. rescaied to take account cf '- "
the hi_her ZZ producl_(,n cross s,.<l on and lower lunfixl_,sity expec*ed at LEP II. \Ve assume boson masses t_._. a bin width of _wice the expected experimental resolution of l_a). Fig-

thai the MSSM sienai, have at,proxiula_cIy 50';_ deteclio,_ ,'fii,::iency tas in ttef. if> I} and ure 3,(a) gives th_ _ potential discovery regions for h. H and .4 for luminosity £ = 20fb -l
have the same r,-s,,iu_i,,_, a.- the backgr,,u_M. \Vv reeard the MSSM signals a., detectable (c_,rrespondine _- "2 v,.ar: SS(' running at one intersection) The light areas show where

if they give at ieasl t,ile Iil'_.v peak wi',}_ < > 4 sigp..ai counts i:_ a 10 (;eV mass t,in. with 5"/'_,@ exceeds 1 standard deviations with .<> 10• We note that the region where h --* 32,- -- " ' detectable is also lhe region where h masquerades as Ill(' SM Higgs boson.
. _IlHIII {.."I_ ""_i,miti(ance '.' /;';,"t:_ .> -1 a> l,efo:'t', for in_earaled • "v .",t)_)t:,t,-_ If two lliggs boson signals art'

peaks fall will;in l0 (;eV _hev are combined. If a peak is 10 (;eV or niore from the Z peak.
it should be distinct: i_,r a separati_,n [ elween .5 a.qd i(! (;eV. the new peak may not be B. qq- th.lt)ll---:..it,: gg. qgi- (h.H...l)ti --:,:,&,je*s

clearly distinct bu:. will br,mden an,t gem'rally dislor_ t}i_' Z peak in a recognizable way. If The presence of a lepton _ag from II" _ il, or t _ bIl" --, bgu decay" leads to a cleaner

the separation is less than 3 (;eV. we can only hop," lo retognizv a new signal 1,v a clear signal thai can be idenlified ill the SDC detector [24! with mr':2! resolution < age\'.
excess in the Z peak. above the ca!cuiale, i ZZ back_:r,.mnd: since this would depend on .-" Simulation.- show :ha_ the SM Higgs boson signal can be detected above the backgrounds

t,igher ,ieni_icance q'/'v'7) > _i i_ _hi- case. but i:_ fact thisnormalization a_,_n * we requi_," a . . - -
(of which it2.': productiun is the most importanl t through the intermediate mass range up

requirement is never al,t,r_,ac}_,'d f_,r r}m I.Et' II lurnin,,si:x a:surned. Ki_,lre 2, dl shows the" " to 140(;eV {4.25 i

- regions in the I-'4. tan.J} plato' where a -r/l ttiggs siena! would t,e detectable at I_EPII The lI"-Higgs signals are calculated including an enhancement factor K = 1 +

with the criteria M,oveand_i_eSlSY t,aram'qersofi:q- =i, with m. = 120. 150 or 2(t0(;eX'. S_o,t_,_/4i/9 ','_Z .• i_6i. Title tt-Higgs signal is evaluated as in Ref. [27] using the scale

Searches for charged ttiggs bosons a_ I.KP I !i3 i have excluded various range.- of mu+ /_-7_
below 4:/GeV. but such values arc' welt bei,,w the expectcd SIS5._I range (see Fig. 1). Future Q = troT(t) + ,nr(_) + mr(h)]3 where mr = + p}-. Final leptons and photons are

searches at LEP II will be sensilive 1o 11-f1- production up to perhaps 70 GeV mass {the required to satisfy • realistic__ acceptance cuts on transverse momentum pr. pseudo-rapidity r/
- _llg[.t r iD, asses 'much larger It'lt background makine _ '_' hard to detect) the corresponding and separation x./-{ ,_/(5o}: -i-,(-Xr/)_

.MSS\I parameter region is ,,nar_zi.qal. in our preser-t d_scussion and. apt,ears to be excluded Pr > 20 GeV • _t/',_' < 2.5 . (7)
already t_x the I.EP 1 i_ and -t searches. ('barged tligg: searches al I.FP are therefore not ARt, > 0.4. :SH..,-, > 0.4.
likeh to affect the N1SSNI discovery timi_s.

where o denotes azimuthal angle. The cross sections are multiplied by" (0.85) 3 for the de-

_ tection efficiency[24i and an additional factor of 0.9a in the W-Higgs events and 0.7a in the
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tt-Higgs events for isolation (excess Y_.ET < 10 GeV in a cone AR < 0.3) as determined in HZZ coupling strength. The boundary at rnA _ 300 GeV is associated with the kinematic
SDC simulations, threshold for H --* tt decay. Our realistic calculations including explicit lepton cuts lead

The Gausslan resolution a-_. is taken from the baseline detector results in Table 3-3 to a smaller potential discovery region than other recent analyses[14, 17] that assumed an

of Ref. [241 (e.g. a,, = 2 GeV for mn= 160 GeV). The b_-_ and I,V'_? backgrounds are roll-independent detector acceptance.
also taken from Ref. [24]. The ttt,'_ background is evaluated from the formulas for ttZZ in -- t _ bH +
Ref. 9-iI- t_, with appropriate replacement of masses and couplings. The signal and backgrounds D. gg, qit tt;

are integrated over an interval mH + 2a,._. Figure 3(by shows the potential discovery region
for a luminosity of 20fb -_ the light areas show the regions where the significance exceeds There will be copious li production at the LHC and SSC that will allow non-standard

4 standard deviations with 5 > 10. top decays to be scrutinized by triggering on the t ---*bW + -'-* b£u decay of one top quark.[30]
- Simulations[23,24, 31] indicate that the decay t --_ bH + with subsequent H + -'-' r+u and

C. gg _ H _ ZZ _ 4t" r+ -.-, _,rr + decays will be detectable as a violation of lepton universality expected from
W-decays in tt --_ W+W - ---* guru events. In e-aluating this signal we impose the SDC

Previous studies[14.15.17] have found that four-lepton decays are only useful as a signal acceptance cuts and efficiencies, which include a cut pT(rr) > 100 GeV. A significance

for H, the b --, ZZ branching fraction is kinematically suppressed and .4 _ ZZ is absent S/_ > 5 is required for discovery, where B is the number of background guru events

at tree level. The principal background to this process is qq _ ZZ --, 4_;. We multiply from tt- --' b[WVW decays and 5" is the number of such events due to the charged Higgs decay

the cross-section for this process by 1.65 to approximate the contributions of higher order mode of the top quark. Figure 3(d) displays potential discovery regions in the (rnA,tan 3)

QCI) corrections and gg -. ZZ [17.2S. 29]. Backgrounds from t[. Zbb and Ztt production plane for mt= 120.150 and 200 GeV with £ = 20 fb-_: the inaccessible regions are shaded.
are essentially eliminated by our choice of cuts and the requirement that the four ]eptons be Charged Higgs boson masses up to a few GeV below m,. are accessible.

isolated. We require that each of the four lep_ons satisfy
V. SUMMAtlY FOR PRFSENT AND PLANNED COLLIDERS

PT_ > 20 GeV 171_i< 2.5. tS)
The limits of detectability depend on several different factors: (a) the a- and A-dependent

In addition a separatiou _XH > 0.4 is required between all lepton pairs and an invariant mass couplings governing the dynamics of production and decal', (b) the Higgs boson masses
restriction that determine the regions of kinematical suppression. (c) the acceptance, luminosity and

lime - Ma! < 10 GeV (9) background values that determine whether or not a signal can be extracted. Of these.
- (a) and (by vary strongly across the (re.a. tan 3) parameter plane and we have evaluated

is imposed on one [+_- pair in the event as expected for one on-shell Z-boson. \Ve multiply them exactly; (c) can only" be estimated approximately, but moderate changes here will not
-_- the calculated cross section by" (0.9) 4 to include SDC estimates of lepton isolation (excess qualitatively alter our conclusions about discovery limits in the parameter space.

ET < 5 GeV in a cone _Xl? < 0.-11 and muhiply by [(0.S5)/0.95)! 2 to include the efficiency In the previous sections we have discussed the coverage of the (ma. tan 3) plane achier-
for the detection of lepton pairs from Z-bosons. able by different colliders, using the best signals in each case. We can now combine these

The mass resolution or4, of th,' Higgs boson peak is estimated using the SI)C electroInag- diff_ rent discovery limits, to see how completely" the parameter space can be explored.

netic single particle resolution We first discuss the potential for discover:,' of at least one of the MSSM Higgs bosons.

: criE)/E = 0.14/ 2 ]1/2 },, H, A. H e- Figure 4 shows the combined coverage, assuming rn_ = 150GeV with the' [( v_) +0.01 '_ (10) SUSY mass scale around 1TeV as in Eq. (1). Roughly speaking. LEPI and LEPII can
: cover al! areas except the region rnA >_ 80. tan 3 >_ 2. The SSC/LHC searches for h ---, 9"_

: We find that a4_ ranges from _ "2GeV for mH = 140 GeV to _ 6 GeV for mH = 1000 GeV. and H -* _t') (with. or without a lepton tag) extend the coverage to include mA _ 1SOGeV

This resolution is folded in quadrature with the Higgs boson decay width Fn to find an and rn.4 < 100GeV respectively (any' tan '3). Charged Higgs searches extend the discovery

effective Gaussian resolution region little for this m, value. The region 100 <_ mA _< 180GeV with tan 3 _> "2remains
largely" inaccessible for the standard luIninosities for mt= 150 GeV: similar regions are left

r ] .cr_n = [cr_t + [FH/2) 2 _/2 (11) uncovered in the case rnt = 120 GeV. For rnt = 200 GeV, however, there is more scope

The signal and backgrounds are integrated over the interval m_, + 2cr¢fr in our analysis, for charged Higgs boson production via top quark decays, and H e signals almost cover the

Figure 3(c) shows the potential discovery region with Sly@ > 4 and _q > 10 events for otherwise inaccessible regions. In any case. however, a higher-energy e+e - collider could" cover this remaining area [1S]. The SSC/LHC searches for H --+ ggg( cover a region already"

- £ = 20 fb -a. As previously remarked [t4.15.17]. this canonical "'gold-plated'" SM signature accessible to other searches (Zh at LEPII. h ---* -_9 at SSC/LHC) but would discover a

for a heavy Higgs boson can only be detected in a limited region of MSSM parameter space; different particle.

this is due to competing H --, h/_ and other decay modes, not present in the SM, and reduced
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Finding one MSSM Higgs boson is a mininmm requirement. In some parts of tile already' shown to be fulfilled [18] for _ = 500GeV with assumed luminosity 10fb -1. In

(ma. tan 3) plane, more than one of these Higgs bosc)ns would be discoverable. This in- the present work we study" how well these conditions can be fulfilled at lower energies with

formation is summarized in Pig. 5. fl,r tile case m.. = 150(;eV. various luminosities.

How can complete coverage of the NISSNI tliggs sector parameter space be obtained'.' Our discussion centers on the production channels e+e - ---+ Zh. Ah. ZH. AH. neglect-

There are two solutions: (at improve our search capabilities at preseilt and planned colliders ing all others for simplicity (although the other channels would obviously contribute to an
state. ,3 ..... _. or _b) eventuai search and analysis). \Ve also consider only the decays Zh..4h ZH..4H --+ rrjjby reducing backgrounds and by investigating other tliggs boson final " " s _""_ '_'_ , - - •

construct an experiment with exc,_llent capabilities for Higgs boson physics. In the next although Z --, g+_'-, u/, decays would augment the discovery potential: in the outcome, only

section we discuss possible future' _+e- colliders which will be able to detect at least one the Zh and Ah channels contribute significantly. We rely here on the possibility" of both rec-

Higgs boson in the MSSM parameter space, ognizing and kinematicallv reconstructing r jets experimentally" [9-12, iS]; no b-tagging of the
An unresolved challenge in Higgs boson physics is to identify" tile structure of the ttiggs other jets is assumed. In principle b-tagging offers another way" to distinguish the presence

boson sector after the discovery of a Higgs bosom The discovery of one or two Higgs bosons of a Higgs boson contribution hiding under the Z-peak and to enhance its significance.

in only one or two fina! states usually with small events rates will not provide enough For any" given energy, luminosity" and MSSM parameters, we calculate the rrjj Higgs
information to determine, for example, the number of ttiggs doublets or the Higgs boson signals directly and estimate the acceptance and background as in Section lII bv reseating the

couplings in detail. It will prob,.',:.v remain for an e+e - super(ollider to fully determine the results of Ref. [18]. We add the re(j j) and m(rr) invariant mass distributions and combine

structure of the Higgs sector, if it exists, as was done with the Z boson. Higgs mass peaks thai coincide within 10 GeV. a_s before. The signal S is the expected
nulnber of ttiggs boson counts in a 10 (;eV mass bin centred at the peak. the background B

VI. t'OSSIBI.I-.'. I-'UI-I'Rt_I _+_- ('OLLIDERS is the ext)ected number of Z-decay counts in the same bin: for discovery we require 3" > 4.
5/x/H > 4 and ira(peak! - ._lz > 5 (;e\'. h, cases where the ttiggs peak falls within 5 GeV

There has rece_i)Ivl),',')_ m_:ch li<,l<-i,,n oftht'physicspotezlxial,.,fpossit,[(" fulur,.high- of.llz, we rely purely on normalization to de.leer a signal above the ZZ background. Here

energy high-lumin,.)si_y -,- c_)l!id,.rs, est,cciallx f,,r tlie_s bt,sotl s('arch(,s :l.', 20. _m:h. - ...... " - we define the sigual < to be the sum of all MSSM counts (from .4. h.H and associated Z)
colliders would certainly have the power to complement the other searches abovv and tt) ill a 10 GeV bin centred on Mz. and background B to beall counts from ZZ production in=

complete the coverage of the" trr,' 4. tan .4! Flane. but they alst, offer the attrac*ive possibility the same bin: for discovery we require a high level of significance 3"/v@ > 6.

of a complete MSSM c_,w'rag, _iudependent of the oIh,"r coilider searches In this Section we The principal factors that determine t})e discovery regions {where one or more MSSM

explore whal art' the minimal requirtuneIltS in ,ql,'rgy aI;d luminosity to m:hieve this conlplete signals are detertablet in the (Tn4. tan 3) plane are (it the luminosity L. (it) top quark mass

independent coverage, rn,, and (iii) CM energy _"., of the f'-e collider. In tigure _ we illustrate the effects of these

At e*_- colliders the sig;_al_ f,>r ltiggs b,)s,:,n.< are relatively ('lea;l and the opportunities factor_ on the regions that can be explored at colliders with _ = 215 and _/_ = 270 GeV
for discovery an,] ,i,qailed study will be excellent. Figure (; illustrates typical cross-seclions for reasonable values of 12 = lfl>-_ or 10 fi)-l, correspondirlg to one month or one year

versus _/.';,for tilt' t)rimipat t)ro,lu<'*ion chanm'i: running at 1033/cm2/s. A comparison of Figs. 7(a) and (b) illustrates the £-dependence of
the discovery limits: Figs. 7(by and (cl show tile _n,-dependence: Figs. 7(c) and (d) show

,',----Z _ Zh. ZH...th...Ill . i t2a) the _ dependence. For full coverage of tile t_,*A.tan .5) plane, the c.m. energy should be
,-_- _ m:,II"It" _ H,/e._,_.if . (12b) 10 (;eV or more at-love tile Zb threshold.

, , _ttl_.tttl. tt.4. tbtt-. _12c)
,._t threshold ) = m_,(max ) _ .llz . ( 131

¢*_- -- Z.', _ H+H - . (i2d)

,-, - -- tt _ bbfl+(II "" _ll-_il'-i . (12el where m_(max) is the largest value of m_. in Eq. (2i. For _}_= 1 TeV this thresho!d is 207

= (;eV for m, = 150 (;e\" and 240 (;e\" h_r m. = 200 (;eV.
The ._-channet prt,,'esscs (l'2a) offer the biggest contributions al the lower energies. In tile The inaccessible middh' band in Figure 7a is tile" region where the b mass overlaps tile

limit m 4 _ 3c we have :_H -_ mH- _ m a while m_, apt,roaches its upper bound approx- Z mass. A small area at lower left in Figure 7a is also not well covered bv the "rrjj search.

imated by Eq. (21 and only b can be produced at any given co]lider. Thus the channel because h _ .4.4 dominates tile b decay here: however, this region is already excluded by

e+t - --_ Zh and its kinematical limits art" critical in any complete search of N1SSM paranl- other searches at LEPI [2-5]. Higher values of mt reduce tile discovery potential at the lower

eter space. The Z!_ production cross section contains an overall factor sinZt.f - a) which values of _/;. For m, = 200 GeV. the highest t-quark mass allowed bv analysis of radiative

: suppresses it in certain parameter regions {with m.a < 100(;eV and tan.4 large): fortunately corrections[34], full coverage of the (m.a.tan :_) plane is not possible at v/_ = 215 GeV.

the .4h procluction cross section contains the ,:tm;t)len,ev.tary factor cos'_(3- at. tlence tile' The final question is what combinations of collider parameters v_ and £ w_)uld just

Zb and .4h channels tog_'ther art. well suited to cover all regions in tile (rna. tan ,4) plane, achieve complete coverage (ff the (n_a.tan 3) plane for given mr? Figure S shows tile limiting

provided that the CM energy is high enough for Zb to be produced through the whole curves in tile (_.t2) plane, for various values of r))_ (we note that changes in r}_ can be

rna mass range, and tha_ an a,_leq_ate event rat,.' can be achieved. These corldilions are
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FIG. 8. Conditions for covering the whole MSSM region with 1 < tan 3 < 30 using e+e -

rrjj signals. Limiting curves are shown in the (v_, 12) plane, for various values of nh. . ....
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Supersymmetry Searches and Studies at Future e.e - Linear Colliders
=

TIMOTHY L. BARKLOW

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Stanford C'niversity, Stanford, California 94309

ABSTRACT

Future &'e- linear colliders will be in a po6_tion to study all of the supersymmetric
partnerl of the three seneration_ of fermtons, the "r, Z. and 142". They will _ be
able to study in detail the Higgs booons of supersymmetric theories. After reviewing
future &'c- linear colliders we discuss the searches which can be made at e.c - linear

co[liders for the Higgl boaons of supersymmetric theories. We then go on to diseuu
how e.e - linear colliders can be used to study the spectrum of Higgs bosoms. We
then show examples of how e_'e - linear colliders can /solute supersymmetric particle

_ signals We conclude with a dtscussion of how e+e - linear co[liders can be used to

study supersymmetnc particle phenomenology m detail.
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We Bst the the additlon-t p_.kks requir_ by "T smpenymmzt_kextension
b the st_daad snodeh

( 8,,,,,,s_,.,,kl...,_
_,'_ = _-d o C.-.eV Lo,s O,,,ly )

arbe from the extzA Kilo doablet that b needed to ensure th_ the Hills
tnipezpolentlsl k supe.rsymn_trlcN .

_o-: I,° H"A°, H±" •
fight-handed sfermion for each ma_ive fermion.

10

I b ,.,,.a,, _-_, _<,..s,, c,.c_ 6,.b_

% s. _o,,,o,_t.,_o, _, _. i_.--a_ . v.s_h.,,,,t,._oi, ,,=,-t_,,oZth,
_ SUSY paztner8 of the pho4_, the £,0 4rodthe neutral components of the

H_ doublets. The neutraFmceare M_orana fermJons.

2..', "y...,,
v. 0 partners o_ the W* ,_d the (haqled components of the Hil_ doublets.

&.The _luino, whichk the feemionpartne_ of the Illume-
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momenta should exceed I0 CeV[r.-
2. Both polar ankles, measured with respect to the c- besra direction, should

sat_fy the condition -Qcos# < 0.6; herr Q is tbe _ of the ¢k-c4ric 0 .... ' ..................
charge of the relevant partlcle- 00 2o 4o 60 80 100 20140160150 0 20 40 60 50 s00120140160150

3. No photon with an energy shove 1 GeV is allowed to be detected except degrees degrees
if its angle with one of the charged particles is smaller than 10", or if the
mass of any of the two photon-charged particle systems is smalkr than

5 GeV/c'. Figure 12: Acoplan_rity angle for chargino pairs (a) and for W pairs (b) after

4. The missing transverse momentum should exceed 35 GeV/c. cuts 1 to 4.

5. The acoplanarity angle of the two charged particles should be smaller
than 150".

S. The event total visible mass should exceed 50 GeV/_, //_ _ 4"tr" o / t _._" 5

7. m_d it should not lie in the intervLl (mz 4- 15 GeV/c*) if the charged

arcboth c_ctromsorboth.muoas. C_- : _ _- _ 6 _ _ : _ _
)C _--
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